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EDITORIAL

THE lAIJOfJR lEFT MUST
IJEVElOP OfJTSllJE THE
ElECTORAl PERSPECTIVE
The aftermath of the failure
of the Rekjavik negotiations has
confirmed that there is no possi=
bility of even mitigating the
struggle between imperialism and
the Workers States. Imperialism
is committed to SDI and to pre=
parations for war. Weinberger's
intervention against the imp lementation of the labour Party's
policy to eliminate the Yankee
nuclear bases, plus his trip
around the world seeking to organise the forces of imperialism
against the Soviet Union made it
clear that im peria I ism has no
perspective but war. It is the
forces collected around the
nuclear arms industry which decide the fate of capitalism.
The fact that imperialism is con=
stantly divided is due to the
strength of the Workers States.
The virulence of the internal
struggles in the Yankee appara=
tus burst forth when Ka lb re=
signed over Libya because that
country
was
systematically
framed by Yankee imperialism to
justify its attacks. While discussions proceeded in Rekjavik
more and more the Chirac goverq
=ment in France seeks to inte-1
grate with NATO, with Kohli, as
part of the Yankee organised war
preparations. The trial of the
Syrian accused of terrorism in
Britain is again part of the Yan=
kee campaign but the attempt of
Howe to gain European capitalist support for this was met
with resistance and shows
again that imperialism finds it
impossible to gain a homogeneous unity. It is correct for the
Sovie~ leadership to take advantage of all the contradictions
in capitalism, but it is necessary
to relate much more to the mass
·movements, the anti-nuclear
movements, and the mass strug=
: g les of the workers and petit
bourgeois masses, and also to
! seek much greater politica I
l stimulus toward the Socialist
and Communist parties.

!

In the labour Party Confer=
ence the preoccupation of Kinnock and the apparatus was to
prevent any discussion of mass
t
t ·
th
b·r· t·
e
1mo 1 1sa ions o sus ain
·struggle against the Yankee
bases and nuclear weapons, and
·
.
to preven t any d1scussion
over
fundamental social transforma=
tions. Healy, like Weinberger,
came out to exert pressure to
make
even
if a
· ff"
l b it clear that
t
. a our governmen was rn o ice
·
Id
the Yankee bases cou remam.
Kinnock parried this but, at the
II d NATO
same time, exto e
•
They have to keep the abolition
of nuclear arms in the programme
because the forces of progress
have imposed this on the party,
but seek to open the way for
'suitable adjustments' by not
mobilising for such a purpose.
The attack by Kinnock against
Yankee attacks on Nicaragua
was purely cosmetic with no

!
I

tain that the labour Party could
gain a massive support on the
basis of campaigns for nuclear
disarmament, not least from
bourgeois sectors who are
against nuclear arms as shown
at theiliberal Conference
disregarded by the 'democrat' Steele. But, as we have
argued, the Labour Party appa~
ratus only wants an entry into
government, not into power.
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Their policies, although not!.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
convenient to capitalism, involve taxation measures to
slightly limit
capitalism for advancw to Socialism. Ethiopia Marxism and the attack on this are signs of the weight of the
the poorest sectors and some takes example from the Soviet group was Kinnock's signal to world process and the ro}e of the
effort to stimulate industria I Union
so does Nicaragua; the bourgeoisie that the left Workers State. They exist whatcapital without entering upon becau;e they have to eliminate would be controlled, the left ever may be the limitations of
the issues of confronting the the dominion of private property could have raised a discussion any leadership of a Workers
structure of capita list society or at least proceed on that road. about the Labour Party appara- State. Such is the weight of
and the state apparatus.t
There is no example of a parlia- tus and about the positions of these states that layers of
This means mentary so-called Socialist Militant which could ha.ve led. to sci~nti~ts are ~ttracted ~i!hin
also that the labour Party is not government which has done any- a better ambience of d1scuss1on capitalism to re1ect the criminal
fitted in its present form to take thing save preserve capitalism not left to the labour Party policies bf SDI; and in one case
advantage of the many conflicts by accommodation to parliament. apparatus.
a scientist actually flees to the
constantly surfacing among the The Mitterrand government is an
Soviet Union to escape the perbourgeoisie. Thus, the direct example of the result of not
The fate of Socialism in secution of capitalism.
attack by Tebbit on the BBC on effecting serious socia I trans- Britain will not be decided on
account of its publishing infor= formation. When Benn criticises the basis of one more parliaBritish imperialism is in
mation over Libya illustrates the Soviet policy in inviting the im- mentary election.
It will be profound disorder. The class
impotence and the internal dis~ perialist Thatcher to ~oscow, it settled as part of a world pro- war is being wage~ by capitalism
accord of capitalism as it con= is a reasonable objection to the cess which is more and more with the vigour of total despair.
fronts the conflict with the Sov= most recent phase of Soviet dealing heavy blows ~t the im- It is necessary that the labour
ist Union and the world revolu- policy which we ourselves have perialist structure, including left reflects on the experience
tion. This attack on the BBC criticised. But, on the other Britain. Thw recent elevation of the last stage and campaigns
is an attempt to control informa- hand, if the left of the labour of the African revolution in the vigorously to oust Thatcher on
tion even more than it is con- Party based itself on the world fight against South Africa and a programme of social transtrolled now, because capitalism process and the advance of t~e the process in Uganda, the formations, and an economy to
in its death throes is incapable Workers States, and not be do.mi- massive student demonstrations meet the needs of the population
of confronting the truth or reality. nated by parliamentary elections in south Korea demanding unity with mass mobilisations against
Similarly, the threat to settle the - in other words, .a.pplied. ~he with North Korea, even the fact nuclear bases.
teachers' dispute hv decree is
part of the same debility ... The Marxist m.ethod to British politics that the British monarch has to
labour Party takes very little - the left would be much more make a visit to China to gain 1.11.86
a~v.anced. More~ver, al.though some trade and a little authority
advantage of this because they Militant
tendency 1s no friend to
want to enter government quietly
and ofderly so as not to dea I
ON THE DEATH OF COMRADE SAMORA MACHEL
with the problems set by
capitalism.
The continuous and devasOnce again it is shown for and the Non-Aligned Confertating attacks against Mozam- all to see that the lack of de- .ence has shown that none of
bique, Angola and Zimbabwe velopment in Africa is not due the countries surrounding it
by South Africa, fully suppor- to natural causes but to the can give in to imperialism.
d
ted by US imperialism,through existence of imperialism; an The intervention of Gaddafi
along behind the apparatus the various counter revolu- that consequently it is not was not lost on the masses of
without developing campaigns tionary groups in the region, t'iid that is needed by' the po- Africa, and imperialism has
independently.,
are proof enough that South litical and military means to not been able either to kill
As an organised force it scar.cely Africa wanted samore Machel remove what is left of imperi- him or to roll back the profunctions in the trade unions dead.
The fact that south alism. These conclusions are gress he signifies.
with a closely argued iridepenAfrica rejects responsibility assimilated by the masses of
dent position. It has been large- and tries hard to seem unin- Africa and the world, and this
The murder of Machel is in
ly unprepared for the collapse volved, shows that it fears rs why the whites of South direct continuation with the
of the majority of the trade union
the social consequences and Africa fear public opinion. attempt against Gaddafi and
leaderships.
has to act clandestinely. It They are a spearhead of Yan- underlines too that the policy
makes a similar cowardly and kee imperialism in its war of imperialism has to be murcovert intervention against preparations in that part of de; and military preparations
Zimbabwe
through the counter the world, and they cannot - because it has nothing else.
The only way an effective
labour left can develop is by -revolutionary groups in Mo- even claim that this is what This is exemplified by the
azmbique and denies any part they believe in. All they can 'terrorist' attacks in the world
being based on the advance of in it. This shows that its do is rely more and more on and the highly suspicious
the international Socialist revodenials in the case of the direct repression and murder, bomb explosions in France,
lution,
the death of Machel cannot be and this also shows that they followed by the Hindawi affair
advanceandof particularly
the Soviet on
Union.
believed.
The economy of have lost the battle. Histori- in London leading up to a
Certainly there are deficiencies Mozambique has been all but cally, victory belongs to the break of relations between
in the leadership of the Workers destroyed by the counter- blacks in the whole of Africa, .Britain and Syria.
States. But the latter is the
source of present progress in all revolution assisted by South in the name of human progress.
spheres that pertain to the ad- Africa, which acted with the
Imperialism has tried all
We call on the Soviet Union
vance in well-being of th e same callousness when sup- means at its disposal to ruin to elevate its intervention
masses. Moreover, the Workers porting the counter-rwvolution Mozambique.
However, in towards the countries of that
States are the example for the in Ethiopia, re Sflrdless of spite of this, the revolution
· Continued on page 4
rest of the world that desires to famine.
has not been made to retreat,

In all this the central prob=
lem is the lack of organisation
of the Labour
has
allowed
itself left,
to bewhich
dragged
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This assessment of Picasso by Posadas is an example of the
Marxist method applied to an artist who has been made by the
propaganda of capita !ism an apotheosis of 'modern' art.
Picasso
was basically anti-capita !is t In sentiment, but without the organised
Party this inevitably takes the form of protest, rejection of 'official'
art, 'normal' art as at the end of the 19th century and seeing art as
the individual solution. Very gifted, Picasso was :an artist in many
ways haunred by the great art of the past but whose conditions of
life and work did not enable him as a whole to transcend the limitations imposed by capitalism.
The early Picasso were his best and most important. In the later
stages of Picasso's life there were great events and social transformations, but he did oot dedicate any work to them. 'Guernica'
has nothing to do with the revolution, or anything else. Picasso
was very profound and capable in drawing, in showing the human
form and human themes in the 1900/1905 period. But, I ater this
was
no
longer so.
Technical ability cannot be an 'end in itself'. It 'has to be a
means to an end. Picasso's paintings at first were very human.
The task of a painter - like that of any other artist - must be to
show the continuity of life and of human relations. The act of
creation necessarily means to continue the relations of life inside
a creative work where the artist contributes his {or her) special
vision. A painter today, more than ever before, cannot be outside
the social process which is the only source of passion, of life, of
preoccupation and of motives. The social process is the source of
of life itself! It was always true, but today it is even more so.
Life unfolds in the very process of transformations and changes;
it is made by the historic heroism of the masses, that of the children
and of the women. All this was contained in the Russian Revolution,
but Picasso showed none of It. He contributed well to the Communist Party, and even later, to the International. He was for Communism, but he did not have the grasp of what a Communist painter
should be or do. He was full of a profound human sentiment, as
shown in his 'maternity' themes, in the 'Father and Moth er' etc.
In general he depicts the women of his time with a fond sentiment of
love, something which became less marked as time went on and as
the relations around him did not value this. It was the ambience of
Stalin ism.
The majority of the painters today are dissidents, or they agree
with them. Picasso, however, was not one of these. But, like them,
he feels out of sorts, disgusted; in part, it is because they feel
that they ''IK,e not accepted and do not find a proper recognition in
the general· 1evel of mediocrity. This leads the artists to rebel
against the general atmosphere of rejection and indifference.
Meanwhile, capitalism sustains - and gives a certain support to a tiny layer of artists whom it stimulates to criticise the bureaucracy of the Workers States. Many artists feel this, but as they do
not have the objectivity to tear themselves away from it, they
cannot find the means to live just for the function of their own
creative work and serve humanity. This would demand from them
an understanding of ideas. It is not really true that the artists,
being artists, must float over and above ideas; the better informed
with ideas, the better the artist - much better his (or her) work,
infinitely so. At the time of Beethoven, for example, this was not
so much the case, even though it was in part; because the path of
progress was far from being as clear as it is now, With the Workers
States. The artist today has the means to make clisti nctions, to
make a separation and pass judgements regarding the differences
between bureaucracy, dictatorship and the Workers States.
The
Workers State contains both bureaucracy and dictatorship; but the
artist can still see the Workers State. It is true that, at the time
of Picasso, the dictatorship of Stalin was quite sordid and m1.1c!'I
more in evidence than was the Workers State. But, even then, the
bureaucracy still had to operate in the name of the Workers State,
The masses of the world see this, and there Is no reason why the
artist should not. Indeed, what sort of life can be expressed by an
artist who does not see this? What determines is real life, and not
some sort of imagined life, particular to that imagined by only one
artist. Life is not a vague dream as it had tended to be depicted
by the Romantics. But, as regards
the Romantics, they were
another thing and had another historic reason for emerging. Romanticism came with the development of the capitalist economy, of
society, and with a series of factors like the lack of a political,
trade union or social structure, the lack of sufficient social struggle
to channel the creative capacity of artists. But, today, this is no
longer the case.

world revolution.
The conself uences of this failure at Rekyavik will show themselves eventually within and
without the Soviet Union in partlcular. Logic points to the need
to reorientate the policy of the
Soviet Union, not diminishing
agl/e diplomatic initiatives but
accentuating much more
the
orientation of the Soviet Workers
State, in particular towards the
masses of the world. The team
of Gorbachev has invested an
enormous amount of time and
effort to weigh on the European
bourgeoisie and the defeatist
tendencies in the United States
to stimulate forms of opposition
to the sinister plans of the Yankee war machine which is preoccupied as were the nazis when
to hit the Soviet Union and under
what conditions.
The Soviets
even extended the moratorium on
nuclear testing despite the bruta! continuation of testing by the
Yankss
nuclear
assassins.

Moreover, the Soviets themselves are now seeking to prepare a
logically cannot be surprised at campaign against Syria?
this outcome.
Quite correctly,
they have argued that the SDI
The top layer of the bureauconcept is the epitome of military cracy in the Soviet Union, which
preparation. It means the deve- objectively has to progress but
lopment ot devices to impede a within certain limits, is inSoviet counter-blow after a first creasingly caught in a vice. On
strike by the Yanks.
the one hand they are partially
The crisis of development in improving the economy, but on
the leadership of the Workers the other trying to avoid the inState is, of course, nothing in evitabfe confrontation with imcomparison with the mounting perialism. In a sense this means
disorder in t/Je ranks of imperia- limiting the full relationship
!ism. Evr>n with this policy of between the development of the
concessions by the Soviet tea- Soviet Union and the world revodershlp, the fact that they held lution. In this sense the recent
even the diplomatic initiative interview ot Ryzhkov, Soviet
and Reagan was left with nothing Premier, gives the perspective
but the crudest expression ot of this tendency. As compared
sustaining SDI again, stirs up with Breznev, Gorbachev exdisorder in the ranks of large presses a closer link with top
sectors of the bourgeoisie who layers of the planners and that
are reminded that their fate is in is the result of the liquidation
the hands of a sector of capita- of these sectors who most impede
/ism tor whom they have no value. the economy by their leech:....fike
The top layers of the Soviet indifference to everything - as
bureaucracy will take comfort Posadas says - but their own
The reasons for the persis- from this and try to persist in blood-sucking.
tence of the Soviet leadership in their concessions, but it will
This sector of the planners
this policy have been analysed grow more difficult in face of the has indeed embarked on a voyage
by J. Posadas in extracts t!Jat facts themselves. The Star Wars which they cannot altogether
we publish in this issue of Red project is the most complete and control. Ryzhkov has to admit
Flag and provide theoretical clear proiection of the war ten- that they are onty at the beginbases for understanding the com- dencies of imperialism, its re- ning and that qualitative changes
bination of progressive steps to fusal to leave the planet without are still necessary.
This tenliquidate the most inert and doing everything, as Marx argued, dency, and Gorbachev has emparasitic layers of the bureau- in order to survive. In reality, phasised this from the start,
cracy, with vain efforts to con- the world revolution is advancing also seeks to maintain marked
tinue functioning as a separa:e and imperialism cannot tolerate differentials in the economy,
stratum, hoping to survive via it and everywhere is attempting speaking of the<tbedrock principle
the
policy of peaceful co- to
restrain
human
progress. of Socialism 'from each accorexistence. However, this is not Objectively this is intolerable to ding to his ability, to each
the stage of Khrushchev.
The the Workers State who must ex- according to his work'I (Ryzhkov)
Soviet leadership will have to pand into the world, whose ob• Thus, in
make a new appraisal of the situ- jective cannot be to stay within practice,
this
tendency
ation because it is abundently its own frontiers but is obliged although referring to the need for
clear that the SDI, Star Wars to unify with the world revolu- moral incentives ~ is geared In
policy is fundamental to Yankee tion. What to do when the Botha its improvements to the economy
imperialism.
It is not i ust a fascists are attempting to destroy to maintaining differentials and
great ploy designed to boost Mozambique, when the Yanks are - as they say - rejection of
military expenditures and engulf desperately seeking
to
de- 'levelling tendencies' in wages.
other capitalist states in a new stabilise India and send in assa- As with the programme of the
arms race, but is part and parcel ssins to liquidate Raj iv Gandhi; CPSU Ryzhkov speaks about the
of the criminal plans to attack when they are trying to tighten need to elevate the norms of
the Soviets and the world masses. the noose around Nicaragua and social justice, the need to de-

For as regards
Picasso, we still recognise him as a great
painter who supported Communism and the working class. But he
did not understand politics very much. He did not understand, and
did not live a political life; there were no texts, and no great
pressure to preoccupy himself with theor11.
So his paintings with the best intentions in the world - did not bring out the creative
capacity that existed In the masses of the world at that time who
had just created a Workers State! Those who say that the artist
does not have to live or feel the masses are totally wrong. WIU101.1:t
living the life of the masses, what sentiment can there be? Where
can sentiments come from? Can the sort of sentiment that generated
the capacity for art come from the boss? From the life at home?
The pace of work? Or from the Party leaders? No! Such sentiments
come from the life of the people, and only from th~re. When some
sentiment Is shown by the Party leaders It Is generally partial and
remote from its original source of inspiration a nd objectiltity

Continued

on page
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Child with Dove - Picasso
-Printed by Tl'le Russell Press. Nottingham-

velop popular Socialist seltgovernment and meet the needs
of the population.
In practice
these observations point to a
process which is going with
whatever obstacles towards a
Communist attitude and conflicts
with wage differentials. If there
is more genuine involvement of
the whole population in the functioning ot the Workers State,
those tendencies that already
exist which seek to terminate
with privileges and inequality
are going to stren ghen. The top
bureaucracy has to meet this
issue in a situation which they
cannot govern as in the past.
The attempts to place the emphasis on enterprising and dynamic individuals does not solve
the problem of overcoming bureau
-cratic structures. It is a/so a
question of stimulating the collective intervention of everyone,
and this actually conflicts with
differential material incentives.
The new changes are already
bene ti.ting the population; how
much more can be done if a Communist spirit is developed in
conjunction with the perspective
of the Workers State augmenting
its aid to the world nwolution?
That is why we repeat.
The
problems of the economy of the
Workers State are political problems as well, and this is where
the role of the Parry is not just
Continued on page 4.
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EXTRACTS
needs': 'I am not against, and it
is going to come, but I believe it
is still not the moment'. This is
not just one exclamation more,
but represents a very great sec-

These extracts from a conference text by Cde Posadas in 1979
combine the discussion over the structure of elevated human relations as the determining tac tor in human progress, with the character
of the changes in the USSR and the desire of the bureaucracy to
survive. Human progress is no longer determined by er closed
cerebral understanding. Limitations in sentiment lead to limitations
in appraisal of history, and a tall into blind routinist or 'adaptational functioning. This was why Posadas' final statement was 'Life
has no meaning without the struggle
for Socialism.'

The nature of the whole of the process i111 determined by the
revolution (the arrow which atracts the rest). The revolution in
every sense is not only the social revolution and the mobilisation
of the masses, but the transformation of people's minds such that
the most backward can become the most advanced as i111 the case of
Po~isari(I: It is not only a question of fighting colonial oppression
which
is
the form of struggle against capitalism in this stage
of history. Before it was possible to struggle against colonialism
without struggling against capitalism; now it is not tl'!e case and
the world understands
The whole of humanity is
urgent for change and has turned
upside down the terrestrial globe
with the necessity of the human
sentiment which advances to
Socialism. It is not an abstract
human sentiment nor humanism,
even that of the epoch of Marx
(but humanism of Marx, yes); nor
visionary thinking where one
cannot see ••• the whole process
of human relations is determined
by the necessity, the incessant,
uninterrupted progress of human
relations which determines cultural, scientific and artistic progress. Science is not a class
science but classes utilise it,
and thus there is a utilisation of
science by classes. But the process of the development of the
revolution I inks science more
and more to the development of
human relations and human love.
It is not possible to construct
Socialism with 'I am giving this ••
You give this'. It is not like this.
Human love determines the form
of thinking; it does not determine
a quantity to distribute; it is
human love which is substituted
for love of property, love of the
woman, the son, love of sex.

continue existing, to eliminate
the obstacles, and the chief one
is the capitalist system - but
also the lower levels of the
bureaucracy.
The Workers States do not
see this because it is the bureaucratic apparatus which measures and judges history not the
conscious revolutionary leadership which creates these conditions and is based on them to
impel history. The bureaucratic
apparatus needs the revolution to
terminate with capitalism but, at
the same time, still to conserve
itself. This is not in the form of
a perpetual ambition because the
bureaucracy cannot develop the
perpetual ambition as it has no
future; it continues developing
the conception of life in accordance with 111ocial interests but,
as
are social interests of
the usufruct of the Workers State
(and very profound} it is not decisive. Their conception is a
very limited conception of the
notion of the progress of history,
There is no leadership.
The
leadership of the Workers States
has capacity and wi II and resolution to confront capitalism to confront it without ceding but this expresses a necessity of
the Workers State. This needs to
eliminate the risk from tne socuu
and political development of
capitalism, and hence it tries
to eliminate the lower layers.
But, as the bureaucratic leadership is not the conscious representative of social development
- which is the necessity of the
Workers State - in all the layers
there is a heterogenous development of currents who wish to go
much further (even without the
integrated programme or conception of Lenin).
Then the
others who try to conci I iate are
the ones who have to be eliminated. When they launched the
last Soviet constitution Breznev

are being made. This is not an
immediate or limited interest,
but it is the inevitable necessity
of the bureaucracy; it has to proceed eliminating the lower levels
of the bureaucracy because these
sectors have local individual interests, those of sects and of
groups in the development of
social interests - which it tries
to express politically - damages
and mekes difficult the development of the plans of the Workers
State Ol'l which the top bureaucracy lives, No one
this. Thousands of trade union
leaders have been eliminated in
the USSR and they are part of
this lower level of the trade union
bureaucracy.
But, in elimina.
ting these layers of the bureaucracy, the top layer of the
bureaucracy does not affirm itself
because it does not find a better
level to sustain itself nor a perspective of conciliation within
the capitalist system which does
not exist. On the contrary, the
relation
capitalism/Workers
State is one of an ever greater
confrontation. And in this stage
they want to try to impede the
confrontation with capitalism
within the Workers State. The
THE
DIFFERENTIATION IN lower layers of the bureaucracy
have no future and I ive by
THE BUREAUCRACY.
sucking the blood of the Workers
For the top bureaucracy ' m State like leeches.
the Soviet Union it is profoundly
The lower layers of the burevident that to live and develop
it has to eliminate on the one eaucracy lack the under standing
side the capitalist system _and of t~e process and have developtry to ,,.., ·d a~ _
d • • • ed m the usury of the bureaucra1
""" 0 1 w '
• h 1"t 1s
· th e I east
f-'-a I wer
• f ... anb e imrni:t.e t•1c I1'fe of w h 1c
"'" o
par. o me ureaucracy
· 'd
which damages it quite a lot part. Hence they are llqm ated
• because the top layer of the bursaid, referring to the proposal
These are the cleansings which eau cracy needs to survive, to
of 'each one according to his

tor of the apparatus of the CPSU;
he answers to a layer which is
not now interested in maintaining
the order of present social relations, but in their mind wish to
go much further.

leadership so that they may signify their concern, their thought
and the conclusions of the unity
of the world revolutionary process; unity does not mean that
one depends on the other, but it
means that if capitalism triumphs
in one part it stays there and
cannot generalise the experience;
but if Polisario triumphs this is
revolutionary process generalised
because it represents progress.

The generali111ation of the
revolutionary process comes from
THE NEED TO GENERALISE the unity of the world, but this
unity is determined by the exisTHE PROCESS.
tence and the functioning of the
Workers States. The unity of the
As there are no parties which
live the life of Communism it is world is not sufficient in itself,
in this way that the political the important factor is the determaturing in this leadership is mining development of this unity.
developed. It does not develop
as we do, who discuss all the Before, it was the capitalist
problems which exist, to draw the system; now this is not the case:
conclusions and to have a guide the Workers States decide. Untty
to be able to orientate ourselves means to develop the experiences
so as to determine the policy and the political and organisational understanding to show to
and the perspective.
the rest of the world; this is how
In the leadership of the Wor- things are progressing. It means
kers States it is not I ike this. to give the unity of the security
You see the policy of the Soviets of the future and in the concrete
Today
who support Angola and Cuba, application of policy.
but there is no theoretical or in the absence of a functioning
political conclusions and organi- Communist International, this
sational resolution. It does not is our function •••
exist because in the bure.aucratic
leadership there is not the necessary decision and understanding. From the social interest
which they represent there cannot
The development of the life
arise the need for an organisatioof humanity which is this unified
nal conclusion to determine
process, is not determined by
levels, means, experiences, an
the sentiments, the will and the
acq1Jiired form of understanding,
security of progress. There are
and consciousness, and on all
no peoples which are going to
the base to advance in this
creep about to see what is happrocess.
pening; the security of Nicaragua
does not give place to the deWhatever the difficulties the
velopment of any bourgeoisie.
essential fact is the existence of
The bourgeoisie can kill, but
the Workers States which deterdoes not give security.
The
mine the counse of history, but
security of the masses of Iran
they do not have a programme for
is not the same as that of the
this course. What we are doing
masses of Nicaragua. Although
the Workers State should do.
Iran is richer the Nicaraguan
It should determine a programme
masses have greater security.
and give it to the Algerians, to
Polisario, to the Cambodians;
and without necessity of being
dependent on this analysis, the
leadership of the Soviet Workers
State must intervene to genera1ise the experience to elevate
and mature - elevating the experiences of the revolutionary
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GREEK LOCAL ELECTIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS
The loss of votes suffered
by the Greek Socialist Party
{PASOK) in the recent local
elections art: not as great as
some bourgeois commentators
would have us believe, but
the result does contain some
important conclusions for the
Labour left. An understanding
of the evolution of
Socialist parties in government - Greece, F ranee and
Spain for example - and the
lessons to be drawn from the
process is an important part
of the preparations necessary
for a possible Labour government at the next general election in Britain. It is part of
the shattering of any illusion
in the possibility of reforming
capitalism out of existence,
or even squeezing any major
reforms or advance out of it.
The loss of Athens, Piraeus and Salonika, all major
cities, to the Conservatives
(ND) is obviously a blow for
PASOK and the Greek masses
but the result has to be put
into perspective.
Overall
PASOK retained office in 167
of the 147 municipalities that
it previously controlled, which
is hardly a defeat. The Communist Party (KKE) which
gained votes hold office in 54
municipalities, which means a
total of 221 held by the left
as compared with 63 held by
the ND. The principal reason
for PASOK losing the major
cities was that the KKE withdrew support mainly in opposition to the PASOK government's 'austerity measures'.
'Austerity measures' are a
polite way of describing a
policy of making the masses
pay for the crisis of capitalism. The KKE quite rightly
opposes these measures and
there have been a series of
'anti-austerity' strikes organised by the trade unions.

PASOK has been forced to
follow, to some extent, the
road of Mitterand in France
because neither took the necessary steps - nationalisation
under workers' sontrol - to
ensure contro I of the economy.
Thus the PASOK government
is trying to improve the capitalist economy but, in reality,

is administering it. It is true
that it maintains good relations with the Workers States
(Socialist Countries) and a
reasonably progressive foreign
pol icy with its refusal, for
example, to support the provocations directed at Syria
by imperialism following the
Hindawi affair.
But it has
been unable to carry out its
poli·cy of reforms and is now
taking back much of the gains
made in the early days of the
government by the Greek
masses.
It is important to note that
Papandreou and PASOK invented the notion of 'social
ownership' as opposed to
state-ownership. The Labour
Party is now doing the same
and the result of this policy,
under a Labour government,
would be much the same as in
Greece. Also, PASOK didn't
remove the Yankee bases from
Greece although it proposed
to do so, and we can see that
Kinnock - and much of the
British Labour leadership are already looking for ways
of not implementing Labour's
policy of removing Yankee
bases from Britain.

The process in Greece
shows - as it does in France
- that there is no par1iamentary road to Socialism, no
middle path. Either a stateowned,
centrally
planned
economy is instituted undwr
workers' control or capitalism
is administered: with the resulting damage to the standard of life of the masses. A
few reforms may be obtained
which favour sectors of capitalism, but after that a reformist
government
(Labour,
Socialist or Social Democrat)
is removed because capitalism
no longer has any use for it
and it has lost the support of
the masses.
We urge the
Labour and trade union left
to study the experience of
Spain, France and Greece and to compare it with the
progress being made by the
Workers States - as part of
the preparation for a Labour
government with a programme
for
social
transformation
after the next general election.
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region, showin .. that imperialism has to be defeated inter
-nationally by means of the
world anti-imperialist united
front against South Africa and
Yankee imperialism

From page 2
b-.cause, in the leaderships, there are bureaucratic apparatuses.
What demonstrates noble objectivity and thirst for the development
of the struggle for Socialism is the very action and life of the
people. This Is still true In the Workers States. In Yugoslavia,
where Tito brought the idea of a 'Third World' _and other notions,
many artistic works have been Informed by this ppjitlca I leadership,
and by the dissidents. And the dissidents In Yugoslavia are infinitely worse than those In the Soviet ·union. All this limits the
capacity of the artist.
J. POSADAS
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economy but the centre which
accelerates the intervention of
the masses and gives the politi""'I lead.
At the end of the interview
with 'Neue Gesellschatt' Ryzhkov
spoke of plans to develop joint
enterprises
with
capitalism.
This proposal is not really
necessary.
The progress to
trade does not require now that
the Workers State should give
such direct oxygen to capit€'1ism.
Much more to the point is to
develop relations with the revolutionary states such as Mozambique and Lybia, who are in the
front line of struggle with capital ism and would be an additional force for the expansion of the
Soviet Workers State, whereas the
capitalists involved in joint
enterprises are giving themselves
1a reliable snorter to survive
the
cold climate of intercapitalist competition.
The
Workers State, in its historic objectives, ls not concerned just
with Krushchev's goulash but
with the capital of human beings
and human social relations - the
most profitable of all, as Cde
Posadas
argued
eloquently
enough.
The blanket refusal of the
Reagan government to make any
concessions over the SDI perspective and their making it the
issue in their elecroral campaign
in the United States, to centralise
all the most reactionary sectors
gives no basis for purely dipl-0matic reactions to imperialism.
Alf discussion of medium based
missiles, long based missiles
etc. has little meaning faced
with the policy characteristic
of SDI - which is simply the
preparation of a massive first
strike, with the hopes that the
Soviet Union will not be able to
reta.Uate with sufficient force,
Poindexter, a representative of
the war tendency, simply says:
'Ah well, the Soviets will come
round to accept it.' That is the
fine of imperialism, and no concessions of the Soviet leadership
wi II affect it.
This /s not to say that imper/a/ism is now in a better po-

sition to deal with the Soviet
Union.
On the contrary, the
Soviet Workers State shines forth
before the masses of the world
as the example of human progress which has a solution to a II
the problems which beset humanity via centralised planning,
state monopoly of foreign trade
and the perspective of more and
more popu far participation in the
control of the economy, and despite the enormous wealth taken
by the necessary defence expenditure, a constant improvement
in the al I-round standard of fife.
Whatever the immediate plans
of the present Soviet leadership
to persist In diplomatic initiative
and finesse, the Soviet leadership is obliged to confront imperialism through the nature of
the historic process. The world
revolution is constantly fed by
the presence of the Workers
States - despite disasters like
Cea-ucesceu of Roumania - and
this is intolerable to imperialism.
Conflict is inevitable and however ingenious the diplomacy of
the Soviets imperialism is inpervious to reason.
That is a
fundamental Marxist conclusion.

Anything which damages the
interests of the Workers State
wi II be terminated.
Posadas
predicted the fall of Khrushchev
after the Cuba crisis. Rekjavik
Is not analagous to this because
it was not possible tor the Workers State to make a concession
in front of the structure of history, but there will be crises if
such policies are continued and
more radical policies not adopted.
It is necessary that the polltical experience of Rekjavik is
discussed openly and publically
in the Soviet Union, in front of
the world masses, that it is discussed in the Aed Army, that the
CPSU develops a campaign to
accelerate the unification of the
economies of the workers States
and the unification of the USSR
and China. The visit of Jaruzelski to China, whatever the parti-

cular aspects of this visit, shows
the need to unify.
Better to
collaborate with a Workers State
than submit to the IMF.
The Red Army least of all
cannot afford to have illusions
about imperialism.
The top
bureaucracy may wish to survive
but the Aed Army cannot escape
into illusion, because every day
it sees the active preparations of
imperialism to attack the Soviet
Union. It will act as a powerful
pressure to re-orientate Soviet
policy. Zhukov, before the nazi
attack on the Soviet Union, posed
the dangers of sudden attack
while Stalin understood nothing.
As the world situation is different today, such a form of crisis
would not be conceivable; but
elements of It exist and will
have to be overcome.

The issue that determines
the world process is the existence of the Workers States and
the revolutionary States. A /though
Soviet diplomacy has sought to
exploit the divisions within
imperialism, these divisions are
not fundamentally the result ot
Soviet policy but stem from the
objective existence of the Workers States. It is precisely the
unfavourable balance of forces
against imperialism that promotes
chaos within its ranks, not the
purely diplomatic policies of the
Soviet leadership. It is necessary to impel a discussion in the
Workers States, to deepen the
links within these states, to
aocelerate especially political,
economic and social intervention
towards the masses of the socalled under-developed nations.
This is the social strategy
necessary to have the perspective of developing Afghanistan
towards a Workers State, and
developing a Party there with
this perspective, not that of
using Afghanistan as a move in
a diplomatic process which, in
any case, cannot result in any
benefit for the Soviet Union or
the world revolution.

FOR THE UNITY OF NORTH AND
SOUTH KOREA
FOR THE KOREAN WORKERS STATE
Dear comrades,

TO THE GOVERNMENT AND
~EOPLE OF !MOZAMBIQUE

We send our profound expression of regret and sentiments of revolutionary solidarity
to the people and
government of Mozambique
for the death of Samora
Machel. The death of such
an
important revolutionary
leader, whether by assassination or accident - although
we suspect the latrer - is a
heavy blow both to the people
of Mozambique and all those
who fight for human progress.
However, the balance of world
forces between reaction and
human progress is such that
we can all be confident that,
however much regretted, the
death of Comrade Samora
Machel will not halt the pro-

gress of Mozambique.
We are also confident that
the people of Mozambique, in
common with the people of the
whole of southern Africa and
in alliance with the Socialist
countries I ike the Soviet
Union and Cuba - and the
progressive masses ot the
world - will continue to play
their full role in the progress
of humanity.
We plaee the
Socialist countries at the head
of the list because they, with
the Soviet Union at their
centre, are the determining
factor in world history today,
and history today is the inexorable march of human
progress.

We know that the people
and government of Mozambique w i II suffer from the
death of Comrade Samora
Machel, as you suffer from
the murderous attacks of the
forces of reaction today, but
your struggle represents the
will of humanity to progress
- and that cannot be defeated.
With revolutionary greetings,
REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS
PARTY
British Section of the Posadist IV International.

21st Octobt r

London.

